Congratulations to the 2015 Scholarship Recipients

Kelly Buczniewicz
JR Snyder Memorial Scholarship
University of Detroit Mercy
Architecture

“Masonry is a tool to not only create architecture, but to understand architecture; it teaches the strength in numbers and relationship of units.”

Joseph Evangelista
Michael F. Navetta Scholarship
Eastern Michigan University
Construction Management

“With the use of quality materials and proper application, masonry comes second to none when looking for a high durable form of construction.”

Jamie Georges
Baiardi Family Foundation Scholarship
University of Detroit Mercy
Architecture

“The technology that is available has given the entire design and construction industries the ability to experiment with components in collaboration with masonry.”

Nicholas Scopone
Daniel S. Zechmeister Scholarship
Eastern Michigan University
Construction Management

“Masonry is a commonly used building material and offers strength, durability and provides an aesthetic character to the structure.”